VIPER PDW STABILIZER // SKU# SI-STAB-PDW
The Strike Industries Viper PDW Stabilizer represents the pinnacle of ultra-compact PDW systems. At the compressed position, the compact Viper PDW allows for effortless maneuverability particularly in close quarters and vehicular operations. With the press of a button, the rapid deployment system instantly springs to the extended position for greater shot stability.

AR PISTOL STABILIZER // SKU# SI-STAB-ARP

MPX/MCX STABILIZER // SKU# SI-STAB-MPX/MCX
The Strike Industries Viper PDW stock represents the pinnacle of ultra compact PDW systems. At the compressed position, the compact Viper PDW allows for effortless maneuverability particularly in close quarters and vehicular operations. With the press of a button, the rapid deployment system instantly springs to the extended position for greater shot stability. Previous PDW systems for ARs have been notorious for expensive proprietary systems, spotty reliability and poor ergonomics.
PISTOL BUFFER TUBE // SKU# SI-AR-SPRE-SLICK

ADVANCED RECEIVER EXTENSION // SKU# SI-AR-ARE-T7

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

PIT VIPER STOCK // SKU# SI-VIPER-PIT

CARBINE LENGTH PISTOL RECEIVER EXTENSION // SKU# SI-AR-CARPRE-SLICK

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

*ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH OUR ADVANCED RECEIVER EXTENSION*
HAYL RAIL MLOK HANDGUARD
FOR BENELLI M4 // SKU# SI-BM4-HAYL-RAIL

COLORS: ● ● ●

HAYL RAIL MLOK HANDGUARD
FOR MOSSBERG 800 & REMINGTON 870 // SKU# TBA

COLORS: ● ● ●

ALUMINUM DUMMY ROUND .223, 9MM, 40CAL, 12GAUGE // SKU# SI-DR-AL-9MM-BLU // 223-BLU // 12GA-BLU // 40CAL-BLU

ANTIVENOM XPLC // SKU# SI-ATVM-XPLC

ANTIVENOM ULTRA GUN OIL // SKU# SI-ATVM-ULTRA

ULTIMATE GUN CLEANING KIT // SKU# SI-UGCK // SI-GCBK
AR ENHANCED LOWER RECEIVER PARTS
LESS TRIGGER, HAMMER & DISCONNECTOR //
SKU# SI-AR-E-LRPLT

AR ENHANCED LOWER RECEIVER PARTS
WITH TRIGGER, HAMMER & DISCONNECTOR //
SKU# SI-AR-E-LRPTH

ANTIWALK/ANTIROTATION TRIGGER/HAMMER PINS //
SKU# SI-AR-AWP

COLORS: 🟢🟠🟦
ULTRA LIGHT PIVOT TAKEDOWN PINS //
SKU# SI-AR-UL-EPTP

COLORS: 🟢🟠🟦
AR15 SHIFT PINS // AR10 SHIFT PINS
SKU# SI-AR15-SHIFT // SI-AR10-SHIFT

AR LOWER RECEIVER SELECTOR STICKERS
SKU# SI-AR-LRSS
EXTENDED BOLT CATCH // SKU# SI-AR-XBC

STRIKE FORWARD ASSIST // SKU# SI-AR-S-FA

STRIKE SWITCH // SKU# SI-AR-S-SS

FLIP SWITCH // SKU# SI-AR-SS-FLIP

STRIKE MAGAZINE CATCH // SKU# SI-AR-SMC

FANG BILLET ALUMINUM TRIGGER GUARD // SKU# SI-BTG-FANG

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●
AR STOCK STOP // SKU# SI-AR-STOCKSTOP

VIPER EPG // SKU# SI-VEPG

FINGER BUMP // SKU# SI-EPG-FINGERBUMP

SIMPLE FEATURLESS GRIP // SKU# SI-AR-SFG

AR ENHANCED PISTOL GRIP // SKU# SI-AR-EPG

MEGAFIN FEATURELESS GRIP // SKU# SI-AR-MFG
AR CARBINE FLAT WIRE SPRING // SKU# SI-AR-FWS-C

AR10 FLAT WIRE SPRING // SKU# SI-AR10-FWS

AR ENHANCED CASTLE NUT & EXTENDED END PLATE // SKU# SI-AR-TRIBUS

MULTI-FUNCTION END PLATE & ANTI-ROTATION CASTLE NUT // SKU# SI-MFEP&ACN

ISO TAB // SKU# SI-ISO-TAB

STRIKE LATCHLESS CH // SKU# SI-AR-SLCH

CHARGING HANDLE WITH EXTENDED LATCH // SKU# SI-ARCH-EL
1911 OFFICER STYLE GRIP // SKU# SI-1911-CP-GRIP

1911 GRIP ACTUATED LOWER SEAR LEVER // SKU# SI-1911-FPS

MODULAR MAGAZINE RELEASE FOR SIG SAUER P320 // SKU# SI-P320-MMR

FULL SIZE EMP FOR SMITH & WESSON M&P SHIELD (9MM & .40S&W) // SKU# SI-EMP-G9&40

EMP FOR SMITH & WESSON M&P SHIELD (9MM & .40S&W) // SKU# SI-EMP-MPS
AR BILLET ULTIMATE DUST COVER //
SKU# SI-AR-BUDC-223-BK/BLU/FDE/RED

AR ENHANCED ULTIMATE DUST COVER //
SKU# SI-AR-UDC-E

LINK CURVED FOREGRIP //
SKU# SI-LINK-CFG

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

LINK HAND STOP KIT //
SKU# SI-LINK-HSK

3 PIECE MIDDLE SECTION //
SKU# SI-LINK-HS3

LINK ANGLED QD MOUNT //
SKU# SI-LINK-AQD

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

LINK HAND STOP KIT //
SKU# SI-LINK-HSK

3 PIECE MIDDLE SECTION //
SKU# SI-LINK-HS3

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

MLOK COVERS //
SKU# SI-MLOK-COVER

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●

COLORS: ● ● ● ●
AR

COLORS:  ●  ●  ●  ●

STRIKE RAIL AR15 // Available in 7", 10", 13.5", 15.5", 17"
SKU# SI-STRIKERAIL

STRIKE RAIL LIGHTWEIGHT
7250 BARREL NUT //
SKU# SI-STRIKERAIL-7250NUT

STRIKE FIGHTER COLD HAMMER FORGED BARREL // Available in 10.3", 14.5", 16"
SKU# SI-SFBARREL-10.3/14.5/16

The SI StrikeFighter is a premium, cold hammer forged barrel designed with serious use and performance in mind. Our proprietary “StrikeFighter” profile is engineered to reduce weight, while at the same time increase stiffness and mitigate barrel whip. The gradual transitions increase strength and reduce heat related differential expansion, allowing for greater shot to shot consistency like a heavier contour barrel, while still weighing less than an equivalent length government profile. Perfect balance facilitates ultra fast close in transitions, but has the weight and stiffness for fine accuracy shot after shot.
COMPS

CHECKMATE // .223/5.56 SKU# SI-CM-COMP

JCOMP GEN2 // .223/5.56, 308/7.62, 14-1LH/7.62 SKU# SI-JCOMP2

KING COMP // .223/5.56 SKU# SI-KINGCOMP

VENOM FLASH HIDER // .223/5.56/308 SKU# SI-VENOM-FH-223/5.56/308

WARHOG // SKU# SI-WHCOMP-556

SAIL COMP // .223/5.56 SKU# SI-SAIL-COMP-223/5.56

TRIPLE CROWN // .223/5.56 SKU# SI-TC-COMP-223/5.56

COOKIE CUTTER // SKU# SI-CC-COMP

OPPRESSOR // SKU# SI-OPPRESSOR

MINI KINGCOMP 9MM // SKU# SI-MK9-COMP

COLORS: ● ● ● ● BARREL THREAD PROTECTOR // SKU# SI-BCTP
GLOCK SLIDE (ARGUS) // SKU# TBA

STRIKER SPRING PACK FOR GLOCK // SKU# SI-GLK-SPRING

SLIDE COVER PLATE FOR GLOCK // G17-39, G43, G42 SKU# SI-GSP-G42-G43

ENHANCED PIN KIT WITH ANTI-WALK LOCKING // Standard, G36, G42, G43 SKU# SI-G-AWP

GLOCK GRIP PLUG TOOL // SKU# SI-G-GPT

MODULAR GUIDE ROD FOR GLOCK GEN3 // SKU# SI-G-MGR-S

MASSDRIVER COMP // SKU# TBA
AK MODULAR KEYMOD HANDGUARD RAIL - TRAX1 & 2 // SKU# SI-AK-TRAX1

AK ENHANCED PISTOL GRIP // SKU# SI-AK-EPG

AK SIMPLE FEATURELESS GRIP // SKU# SI-AK-SFG

GLOCK IMPROVED FLAT TRIGGER // SKU# SI-G-IFT

FULL SIZE GLOCK EMP // SKU# TBA

EMP FOR GLOCK42 // SKU# SI-EMP-G42

EMP FOR GLOCK43 // SKU# SI-EMP-G43
“Mill-Spec is just the beginning. We don’t treat the “standard” as a goal to reach, but instead as a place to begin.”

At Strike Industries, innovation has driven our success to date, and will continue to be the watchword by which we forge onward. Through relentless experimentation, continuous improvement, and unconventional thinking, we are able to develop truly meaningful solutions in service of our customer. To get the very best, for them is our goal.

By drawing on the combined experience of a dedicated, passionate team from diverse backgrounds and experiences across the military, defense, law enforcement professionals, civilian competitors, enthusiasts, and more, we strive to introduce out-of-the-box thinking to create unique tools that combine function, value, and form. The result? Truly custom options, at a price anyone can access with unmatched quality.

True innovation focuses on answers beyond the status quo. At Strike Industries, “Mill-Spec” is just the beginning. We don’t treat the “standard” as a goal to reach, but instead as a place to begin.